
ALL IN ONE COB
SOLAR LED STREET LIGHT
DATA SHEET

CRSL-C1-X
Energy saving, Intelligent, High efficiency



High Strength Aluminum Alloy Housing

CRSL-C1-X Color Choices

Gray（Standard） Black Silver

Accept Custom Colors

OEM/ODM
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GUANGDONG CROWNDA TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

INTRODUCTION

Integrated solar led street light is a new kind of solar

led street light for the road lighting. Its solar panel,

LED lamp, controller, battery are all integrated inside

the lamp then it is very easy for the installation. In
addition, there is a brightness sensor on the lamp. If

the brightness is enough, the solar panel can absorb

the solar energy for battery charging, while if the

brightness is not enough, the LED lamp will be on
automatically and the battery will supply the energy

to the lamp for area illumination. What’s more, the

lamp can be customized withmotion sensor or time

control mode. Its brightness standard can be adjusted
bymovement or time schedule. It has solved the

problem of complex installation and expensive

transportation comparedwith traditional solar LED

street light.

PRODUCT SPECIFICATION:

MODEL CRSL-C1-20 CRSL-C1-30 CRSL-C1-50 CRSL-C1-80 /

POWER 20W 30W 50W 70W /

Luminous
Flux

180lm/W 180lm/W 180lm/W 180lm/W /

LiFePO4
Battery

12.8V 18AH 12.8V 32AH 12.8V 36AH 12.8V 42AH /

Mono Solar
Panel

16V 36W 18V45W 18V65W 18V88W /

SIZE 560*380*60mm 730*380*60mm 930*380*60mm 1080*380*60mm /
Solar

Charging
Time

6-8 hours by bright sunlight

Lighting
Mode

PHOTOCELL+Time control+12hrs motion sensor control +Energy saving period control

(Bright lighting 1min when people move through the light)

lens
60°，90°，70*140°

Material Aluminium alloy

IP IP65 WATERPROOF

Work
Temperature

-25℃ to 65℃

Color
Stone gray (standard），silver，black

Install
Height

3-5M 5-7M 7-9M 9-12M 10-12M
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PRODUCT STRUCTURE:

PRODUT SIZE

20W 30W 50W 100W
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Item Pack Weight 20”
Container

40”
Container

LUMINOUS INTENSITY
DISTRIBUTION DIAGRAM:

LUMINOUS LUX DIAGRAM

MOTION SENSOR DETECTION:

PACKAGE INFORMATION:
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SOLAR PANEL

Quality solar cells with high solar energy conversion up to

24% Mono-crystalline silicon solar cells

Transparentlow-iron temperedglassandanodized

aluminum frame to ensure modules working in extreme
outdoor environment

Lifespan up to 25 years ( 90% power output for 10 years, and

80% power output for 25years

LED

Crownda.LEDwaterproof modular is a classical road lighting solution to

customers for all kinds of road. The excellent heat radiation and LED

platform ensure long lifetime and reliability

COB 170-180lm/W

Up to 70% energy saving with full compliance to road lighting safety

standards compared to HPS &MH

Professional 3030 LED Street Light Lens forwider and brighter lighting

BATTERY

LiFePO4 Battery

In-ground solution and on-pole solution are

available. Completely maintenance-free

Long service life

Environmental & Non-pollution

Safety & Reliability

CV CONTROLLER

Three types advancedcontroller provide three optimal
solar solutions with different function and cost.

Features

IP67 Water proof protection

PWM charging mode with high charging efficiency

Protection for over charge, over discharge, over load and anti-

reverse connection

Protection functions

1) IP66 waterproof anddustproof;
2) solar panel and battery reverse-connection protection;
3) inside overheatprotection;
4) solar panel overvoltage and short-circuit protection;
5) overcharge and over-dischargeprotection;
6) nighttime reverse-chargingprotection;
7) solar panel TVSprotection;
8) load short-circuit and open-circuitprotection;
9) battery open-circuit protection
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Motion Sensor
The built-in passive radar microwave motion sensor can automatically adjust the LED light output from a lower brightness
to full brightness to according to the detected motion around the lamp and return to original set brightness when there is
no movement around the lamp (see below chart for details).

Through this automatic change of different lighting intensities, the battery power can be made more durable; at the same
time, the brightness of the lamps in scenes such as late night and early morning can improve the safety of the community.

Lamp Working Description

I. Automatic mode

Press the switch button, the light will start, and it will turn off automatically after 30 seconds of
lighting. The system will automatically detect the ambient light within 10 seconds of turning off the
light. When the light is sufficient, the light will remain off, and when the light is weak, the light will
automatically turn on and enter the automatic mode. When the light is weak, the lamp will be
triggered to turn on. The maximum lighting time is 12 hours. During the period, the brightness will
work in sequence according to the following chart mode. During the period, when the ambient
light is enough to trigger the lighting, the lamp will automatically turn off, re-enter the automatic
mode, and trigger the lighting again. The brightness mode starts again from the A lighting mode.
In this mode, the lighting time of a single trigger is 60 seconds/time, and the lighting is
continuously turned on if the trigger is continuous.

Lighting Mode A B C D E

Lighting Time 0.5 2.5 3 3 3

Basic Brightness 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%

Basic Power 6 6 6 6 6

Brightness when sensing moving objects 30% 100% 80% 50% 20%

Power when sensing moving project (W) 18 60 48 30 12

II. Energy saving mode

Press the energy-saving mode button on the remote control, the lamp enters the energy-saving
mode, when the light sensor and radar are triggered at the same time, the lamp is fully loaded,
and the lamp is turned off after 60 seconds after the moving object is not sensed, and the cycle is
repeated.

III. Test Mode

Press the switch on the remote control 6 times in quick succession to enter the test mode. In this
mode, the lamp will automatically enter the automatic mode after being fully loaded and lighting
for 30 minutes.
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Multiple Light Distribution Options

CrownDA Street lights fit with a wide range of applications : highway ,roadway ,walking path or parking lot .

CrownDA follows the North American IESNA standard in providing the optional lens width Type l,Type ll and Type. Type l is
suitable for walking path with 1 lane, Type ll is for 2 lanes and Type l is for even more wider road.CrownDA selects the
most suitable lens for its customers according to the detailed parameters project by project.

TYPE I
The Type I lens of have beam angle of 70*140 degrees.
In the IESNA Standard, The Type I distribution is great for lighting walkways,
paths and sidewalks. It is generally applicable to where the mount
ting height is
approximately equal to the roadway width.

TYPE II
The Type II lens have beam angle of 90 degrees.
In the IESNA Standard, the Type II distribution is used for wide walkways, on
ramps and entrance roadways, as well as other long, narrow lighting. It is
generally applicable to where the width of the roadway does not exceed 1.75
times the designed mounting height.

TYPE III
The Type III lens have beam angle of 140 degrees.
In the IESNA Standard, the Type III distribution is meant for roadway lighting,
general parking areas and other areas where a larger area of lighting is
required.
This distribution is intended for luminaires mounted at or near the side of
medium
width roadways or areas, where the width of the roadway or area does not
exceed 2.75 times the mounting height.



INSTALLATION GUIDE:

Use 4 screws each to fix the support on the lamp and fix the lamp on the pole.

OPERATION METHOD:

When you press on the switch bottom, the lamp will start to work. That is all. It is easy to operate
without any other operation.

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTION:

● Integrated solar led street light cannotworkwithout sunshine charging, please select the suitable
product model according to the local sunshine radiation and the annual total radiation.

● Integrated solar led street light adopts the long life Lithium battery for storing energy, charging
temperature at day time is between: 0°C~+65°C, when temperature goes lower than 0°C, the
control systemwill stop automatically to protect the battery, and it will revive to charge the
batterywhile temperature goes higher than 0°C. Discharging temperature at night is between:
-20°C~+65°C, any ambient beyondwill bring damage to the battery. Please confirmyour local
extreme temperature is suitable for above while selecting the street light.

● Battery of the “integrated solar led street light” can be stored for 6 months long after full charged,
and please examine, charge it periodically after long time transportation to prevent damage.

● While installed in Northern Hemisphere, pleasemake sure the surface of the solar panel to be
facing theSouth to collectmaximumsunshine radiation,while installed inSouthernHemisphere,
please make sure the surface of the solar panel to be facing the North to collect maximum
sunshine radiation. At the same tie please keep it away from any shadow of house, trees etc.

● Keep cleaning the surface of the integrated solar led street light with normal detergent to get
maximum power generation, clean the dust or tree leaves or any grease.

CAUTIONS:

1. If you do not use the lamp for a long time, please does not leave the switch bottom on in case of
low battery.

2. Without the guidance of trained technical staff, please do not open the product yourself.

3. Please avoid trees, building and other blocks for the installation application.

4. When installing or transporting it, please try to avoid collision and handle with care.

GUANGDONG CROWNDA TECHNOLOGY CO.,LTD

EMAIL:INFO@CROWN-LED.COM PHONE:+8615625220943

WWW.CROWNDALED.COM WWW.CROWN-LED.COM


